Abstract-Many commercially available 3-D sensors suitable for face image capture employ passive or texture-assisted stereo imaging or structured illumination with a moving light stripe. These techniques require a stationary subject. We describe an initial design and evaluation of a fixed-stripe moving object 3-D scanner designed for human faces. Our method of acquisition requires the subject to walk through a static light screen generated by two laser line projectors. Triangulation and tracking applied to the video sequences captured during subject motion yield a 3-D image of the subject's face from multiple images. To demonstrate the accuracy of our initial design, a small-scale facial recognition experiment was executed. In an experiment involving 81 subjects with four images per subject on the average, we used two gallery images per subject, and we achieved 89.6% rank-one recognition using an iterative closest point (ICP)-based matching method, demonstrating the feasibility of the technique.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
IOMETRICS is a technology of increasing relevance to security applications in the private and public sectors. Facial recognition is a subfield of recent active research. Threedimensional facial recognition (as opposed to 2-D facial recognition) can exploit the relative insensitivity of facial shape images to facial color variations and facial illumination changes. Triangulation is a popular method used to acquire a 3-D image of an object at short range. The three main techniques for triangulation are stereovision, structured light, and structure from motion.
Using structured light to acquire a 3-D image of a subject's face is typically intrusive. In many cases, a subject must remain motionless for a few seconds for the hardware to acquire an accurate 3-D image of the subject's face. Our goal is to build a nonintrusive 3-D facial scanner capable of producing images with good enough quality for facial recognition. The traditional method for triangulation using active light translates a line or line pattern across an object (in our case, a face) and recovers a 3-D profile at each position based on the deformation of the line in the image. This process involves calibration of both the line projector and the motion platform. By contrast, we employ a static light screen (SLS) through which the subject moves. In this fashion, a camera also sees the deformation of the laser line yielding a profile, and we assemble a 3-D image from multiple images by knowing this deformation and the subject's instantaneous velocity. We calibrate the cameras for a single fixed plane of light and rely on subject motion to provide the multiple stripe positions needed to acquire 3-D face data. Our method [30] has no moving parts so it is not subject to the mechanical errors of other sensors [27] . This paper presents a proof of concept for the SLS scanner so the cameras are not as fast as required, and we do not track the side-to-side (x-axis) movement or dynamic yaw and roll rotations of a subject's head, as discussed in Section III-G. The subjects were asked to walk through the scanner at half-pace and were asked to have a neutral expression.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
The traditional method of triangulation using structured light involves one camera and one plane projector with the optical axis of the camera non-parallel to the light plane. Techniques used for image acquisition involve varying camera and lighting arrangements while techniques for processing the images fall into the following two categories: 1) spatial domain processing and 2) temporal domain processing.
Previous 3-D scanning systems have employed single or multiple cameras and light sources. Multiple cameras or light sources are generally used to improve speed or achieve robustness to occlusion. The PRIME 3-D scanning system [1] uses one camera, one laser line projector, and a controlled conveyor belt to image objects by assembling a series of 2-D profiles obtained by object displacement.
Moving the stripe instead of the object is also possible, and very large scale integrated chips specifically designed for high-speed acquisition have been developed [2] , [3] . Holes in the range image caused by occlusions are a major problem with a single-camera system. Sensors designed by Medioni and Jezouin [4] and Saint-Marc et al. [5] were similar to PRIME but included an additional camera to alleviate this problem.
0018-9456/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE Davis and Chen [6] used two cameras and a rotary actuator to move a projected line across an object but highlighted the difficulty in calibrating their system for each position of the stripe, which is a common problem in structured lighting. They used the knowledge of the camera positions to determine the depth component of the pixels along the stripe without knowing the exact angular position of the rotary actuator. This technique worked to reduce the complexity of calibration.
More cameras may also be added to improve coverage, as in the works of Pulli et al. [7] and Griesser et al. [8] , where four cameras were used. Lanman et al. [9] used two mirrors to create four imaginary cameras. A light pattern is projected on the object, and due to the mirrors, five views of the object from different synthetic viewpoints are used to construct a full 3-D image.
Adding more light patterns can also help solve the occlusion problem, but stripe disambiguation becomes a new problem in this case. Jalkio et al. [10] used a pair of symmetric lenses along with a triangle lens to ensure that the images of both stripes were in focus and the stripes themselves were disjoint. The two-stripe system described by Park et al. [11] was designed so that intersection of the nonparallel stripes was designed to be past the plane of the conveyor belt, thus resolving the ambiguity. Wang and Pandey [12] and Park and Kim [13] also used more complex light patterns. Another problem related to such techniques is balancing the line count against the number of images needed for acquisition. Boyer and Kak [14] used a multicolored grid pattern displayed on a target, and they were successful in separating the different color stripes for the purpose of structured light range sensing. Zhang et al. [15] , Zhang et al. [16] , and Gu et al. [17] also exploited color encoding of light patterns. Stripe pattern coding may also be used to reduce the number of images required for range sensing. Lee et al. [18] and Tomita et al. [21] have explored these ideas.
Traditionally, many stripe-based range finders find the center of the light stripe to subpixel accuracy in the spatial domain by assuming a Gaussian profile for the stripe cross section. However, others have proposed using time-domain analysis to find depth points for an image. This involves examining one pixel over time and estimating the time of arrival of a peak intensity value for that pixel. At that time, the center of the line is assumed to be passing over that point. Images of the center of the line passing directly over a particular pixel may not have been acquired, but using temporal domain processing, the location of the peak of the line of a given pixel can be estimated with a high accuracy. A few researchers have explored this idea at length, including Curless and Levoy [19] , Davis et al. [20] , Tomita et al. [21] , Hall-Holt and Rusinkiewicz [22] , and Pulli et al. [7] .
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Sensor Setup
We built a system in which the light screen is fixed, and a human subject walks through it at a normal speed. Fig. 1 depicts the sensing rig, and Fig. 2 shows the built sensing rig along with labels for cameras, lasers, and 3-D axes. We form the light screen using two laser stripe projectors set on opposite sides of the subject, which are aligned to be coplanar. This screen corresponds to the z = 0 plane of the sensor's output coordinate system.
Two digital video cameras are used for sensing, and a third digital video camera captures images used to track the subject's velocity in the sensor's z coordinate (perpendicular to the light screen). Three-dimensional data are acquired using timedomain analysis as the human subject walks through the light screen. We use only a portion of the full camera image (386 × 224 instead of 480 × 640) to achieve a higher frame rate. This camera view can be considered an approximation of a pinhole camera in the sense that radial camera distortion is minimized. Fig. 3 shows a subject walking through the sensor from an outside point of view.
We used two cameras with two lasers each to increase the vertical coverage of the system. If each of the four laser strips are not correctly aligned, the calibration for those lasers will be incorrect, and the resulting 3-D points will be distorted and shifted. The two cameras used for triangulation acquire in color [red, green, blue (RGB)], and their image coordinates will be referred to as (u 1 , v 1 ) and (u 2 , v 2 ) as needed. The side camera acquires in grayscale; horizontal displacement in that camera is the only measurement of interest and will be denoted w. Samples of the images from each camera can be seen in Fig. 4 .
We used three high-speed Firewire cameras to capture images with synchronized timing, and two lasers with cylindrical lenses to serve as stripe projectors ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). The cameras' intensity gain was adjusted so only the laser stripe showed up in the image, as seen in Fig. 4 . While this improves detection of the laser line, the ability to detect facial color using the same camera is lost. 
B. Frontal Camera Calibration
The range sensing system described here employs two frontal cameras that capture images of a laser stripe whose plane is not parallel to the cameras' optical axes. Thus, a calibration technique is needed for each frontal camera. In addition, the side camera measures lateral face position in coordinates normal to the stripe plane. We exploit the assumption that nonlinear (e.g., radial) image distortion is minimal. Thus, the calibration technique for each camera simplifies to obtaining the affine transformation that relates that camera image plane to the stripe image plane. This transformation is used to convert points on the stripe image in the view to (x i , y i ) coordinates in world coordinates. A simpler calibration step is used for the side camera.
The frontal cameras were calibrated independently using techniques based on those of Saint-Marc et al. [5] . We place a checkerboard of 1-in-by-1-in squares in the cameras' fields of view and coincident with the plane of the light screen (see Fig. 5 ). Images are then acquired. A typical image captured of the calibration checkerboard from one of the front cameras appears in Fig. 6 . The affine distortion of the outer boundary of the checkerboard pattern is modeled using linear fits to the boundaries of a large trapezoidal region encompassing most of the squares on the board, as also shown in Fig. 6 . A position at any point within the trapezoid can be rectified by interpolating known values from the region corners. Thus, a measurement (u i , v i ) in either frontal camera's field-of-view maps via interpolation to stripe plane coordinates (x i , y i ).
The calibration process accounts for perspective distortion knowing the dimensions of the checkerboard. Least squares fits were obtained for each boundary line using an automated process. The fit equations yield calibration equations that serve to transform image plane coordinates (x, y) into world coordinates (x , y ), i.e.,
where M and N are the height and width of the checkerboard region used for calibration, and x 1 , x 2 , y 1 and y 2 are intercepts obtained from the fits.
C. Camera Correlation
After rectification, the images obtained by the two cameras must still be placed in a common coordinate system. By defining a common origin. We used thumbtacks placed on the calibration board to manually mark four common squares in two checkerboard images of the front two cameras and compute a 2-D offset (Δy 1 , Δx 1 ) that coincides these squares. If the checkerboard calibration object is not exactly coincident with the laser plane, the offset can be noisy. We use an image of a nonplanar object such as a sphere to validate the computed offsets and repeat as necessary.
D. Side Camera Calibration and y-z Coordinate Determination for the Subject
As part of 3-D reconstruction, the SLS scanner must track the movements of the subject's head as the subject walks through the light screen. The head will move forward along the z-axis as the subject walks through the light screen, and the head will also shift up and down along the y-axis and rotate slightly because of leg joint articulation. This rotation angle between two frames will be denoted θ. We used the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [25] to find the changes in the y-axis, z-axis, and θ from one frame to the next by aligning the 2-D profiles of the face in each frame to one another.
To ensure that the changes in y and θ were not due to camera lens distortion, we imaged a mannequin's head on a cart. This head was pushed through the light screen at a constant speed, and it did not shift in the y-axis nor did it exhibit changes in θ.
The head position is found as follows. An image is acquired with a low gain setting [ Fig. 7(a) ], the background is suppressed using background subtraction [ Fig. 7(b) ], and the image is mapped to a y-z coordinate view [ Fig. 7(c) ] known by a checkerboard calibration chart, as presented earlier in the context of the frontal cameras. Small difference pixels are removed by thresholding [ Fig. 7(d) ]. This image is morphologically closed to remove small gaps caused by the background elimination or the eyes [ Fig. 7(e) ]. As shown in Fig. 7(f) , we delete any connected components in this image containing fewer than 100 pixels, leaving just the face.
ICP is sensitive to data outliers, which can exist in these images due to unwanted noise. We remove all data farther than 25.4 cm below the top of the face region, assumed to be the location of the highest white pixel in Fig. 7(f) . We define the farthest point to the left in the largest remaining connected component to be the nose tip, as seen at the line in Fig. 8(b) . The edge of the profile containing the nose tip is then extracted [ Fig. 8(c) ]. The (z, y) coordinates of these profiles are found for all images, and each profile is centered at the origin. Then ICP is run on successive pairs of profiles. ICP outputs an angular rotation (Δθ) and a spatial translation (Δy, Δz) for the best alignment of the two outlines (m and d) based on root-meansquare (RMS) registration error (Err) expressed as
To visualize this process, Fig. 8(d) shows the outlines of current and previous frames. The outlines are then cropped from the initial nose to discard pixels [ Fig. 8(e) ]. The final alignment results after ICP is shown in Fig. 8(f) .
ICP is sensitive to noise, and bad alignments can occur. To guard against these, we used ICP twice for each pair of images, inverting the roles of the current and previous frames (ICP computes a transform for one of its input data sets to align it with the other and is thus asymmetric in its treatment). The transform parameters Δθ, Δy, and Δz from these two runs were averaged to yield a final transformation.
A cumulative sum of angle changes and translations provides the required information for the global alignment of all the face frames from the side camera. To account for noise, angle changes below a threshold (T θ ) are discarded as are spatial translations less than half a pixel (0.06 cm). T θ is defined as the rotation of the face outline required to produce a onepixel (0.12 cm) change of location in the image and is image dependent.
E. Stripe Detection
Detection of the laser stripe in a frontal view is accomplished by finding pixels with maximal red color component of the RGB pixel. To improve our ability to detect the laser, the ambient lighting was dim, and future implementations will be able detect the laser in full indoor lighting. The diversity of color in a human face resides mostly in the red and green planes; the blue plane value tends to be nearly constant due to the saturation setting of the camera. From the a priori knowledge of the face color, a grayscale image (I gray ) is formed from the RGB image I (4), a threshold (T image ) is derived from I gray (5), and pixels below T image are discarded (6) . The red laser line tends to be intensified process and the background noise suppressed. We have
T image = 0.15 * mean(I gray ) Fig. 9 . Example of temporal domain stripe peak estimation. The maximum peak value is estimated to occur at a time t = 8.3.
We find the center of the laser line in the image (the line's width is not constant due to the Gaussian profile of the stripe cross section, whose spread increases with standoff) using temporal domain processing [20] . As a laser stripe passes over a given image pixel (u, v), the intensity I(u, v) can be assumed to sample a Gaussian curve over time, as shown in Fig. 9 . We obtain a subpixel estimate [23] of the peak as follows. The time value t yielding the maximum intensity is found and is denoted as t max . We then compute the weighted sum of t values within five pixels of t max , yielding a subpixel estimate t peak for which a z peak will be found for that time, i.e.,
where I(u, v, t i ) is the intensity of the pixel at the (u, v) coordinate in the image at the time instance t i .
F. Model Error and Quality
The triangulation error is a function of the laser line's crosssectional thickness, the speed of the subject, and the frame rate of the camera. The cameras capture 100 frames/s, but even at this frame rate, a subject could walk through the sensor very quickly, so we ask subjects to proceed slowly (about a quarter walking pace or 1.4 m/s) to give us between 30 and 60 frames for a subject's face.
By transforming pixel coordinates to real coordinates using the calibration data, a real-world 3-D image was produced. With the fused data from the two front cameras using the calibration offset, we created a 3-D image by making a mesh using a Delaunay triangulation [24] , as seen in Fig. 10(a) . This figure shows a surface mesh on the data, and the largest triangle faces are discarded so one can see the holes of the model. One can see that there are a few large holes, particularly by the nose on the cheek, below the nose, on the forehead, and on the chin. Fig. 10(b) shows the same face, but it is cropped based on a user-defined radius (11 cm) from a ground truth nose, which was manually found. The eye sockets failed to yield range data because they are concavities, and regions of the face parallel to the light plane are challenging to capture. These regions include the middle of the forehead, the bridge of the nose, the tip of the nose, the chin, a small part of the cheeks near the nose, and the lips. Temporal processing alleviates this problem to some degree as these points do have at least part of the laser stripe passing over them.
In practice, we found that many of the acquired 3-D points are not helpful for facial recognition such as parts of the neck, the shoulders, and the ears. These points were cropped using ground truth nose locations found by an operator manually examining each mesh. Once this nose was found, only the points within a threshold interval of Euclidean distance are kept. We varied this threshold in our experiments, as seen in Section IV. A few other faces made using our scanner are shown in Fig. 11 .
G. Possible Difficulties: Pitch, Yaw, Roll, and X-Shift
Human subjects can change their head position and orientation as they intersect the light screen. This can be seen in shifts along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis as well as changes in the pitch, yaw, and roll of the subject's head. A shift along the z-axis happens in all cases because the subject has to move through the light screen. The side camera tracks the z-shift, the y-shift, and the head pitch angle θ. By using ICP with the side camera's output, we tracked the changes in head pitch angle θ, and we found a person's head pitch rarely changes as the subject is walking through the light screen. Therefore, for the model, we do not take into account θ changes, but we have the θ data for each subject if we want to integrate those changes into the model.
We assume that there is a minimal shift in the x-axis, and we also assume zero yaw and roll change. These changes in subject movement can be tracked with a frontal camera and a topside camera using the same technique as used for the side camera.
IV. BIOMETRIC MATCHING
The SLS face scanner collects 3-D face images, and these images are used here for biometric matching. A popular approach in 3-D face matching is to calculate and tabulate the alignment error obtained using the ICP [25] algorithm. In this application, ICP iteratively calculates the least squares fit of two 3-D models, and after each iteration, one of the models is translated and rotated such that the error for the least squares fit decreases. This process continues until the change in the least squares error between iterations is below a predefined tolerance level or a maximum number of iterations is exceeded. Smaller alignment error values indicate a closer match between the two models.
Two typical biometric tasks are to identify and/or verify a person's identity. Both tasks compare an incoming probe template to an existing database of gallery templates where all the probe and gallery templates are 3-D faces. Identification tasks compare the probe against every template in the gallery and return the identity of the best match. A verification task compares the probe only against templates that match an identity claim that accompanies the probe.
In our case, we used ICP to compute a match score in an identification experiment. The matching score is the alignment error. Fig. 12 shows the result of an ICP alignment of two models from the same subject. The two faces align well with one another. Holes are found around the eyes, forehead, nose, and chin in places where the surface is coplanar with the static light plane as the subject walks through the light plane.
For the biometric matching experiment, all of the face models for each subject were compared to each other using ICP. This experiment takes O(ip 2 n 2 ), where i is the number of iterations in ICP, p is the average number of points in each face, and n is the number of faces. In our experiment, to compare two faces using ICP takes between 1 and 2 s, and for 354 faces, an all-versus-all experiment takes between 34 and 68 h. To scale this all-versus-all experiment, we used Condor, a distributed computing system [26] . Condor allows a user to submit jobs to a number of hosts for execution. With 300 hosts, a 354 face allversus-all experiment will take about 7 min once all the jobs are distributed. These host range from state-of-the-art to 4-year-old computers. Fig. 12 . Two overlapping models using ICP alignment.
TABLE I EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS
A. Biometric Matching Experiments
Experiments were performed on three data sets acquired in two sessions detailed in Table I . Each subject had between three and eight face images with an average of four face images. Set 2 has the same images as set 1, with the addition of 52 images taken in January 2008. Set 3 was data acquired by a Minolta 910 3-D scanner of the same subjects in set 1 during the same acquisition. The subjects were asked to have a neutral expression, and future experiments will involve varying facial expressions.
All of the images were cropped and centered at the origin. The images were cropped based on the ground truth nose to a crop radius from the nose. The nose from each subject was found manually, and in the future, we plan to use a nose-finding technique as described in [28] . We investigated performance as a function of cropping radius. An exhaustive search evaluated a radius cut with a range of 5-15 cm in 1-cm increments for both probe and gallery images. This radius is a parameter used to index experiments in the tables later, and some examples are shown in Fig. 13 . Experiments showed the optimal radius cut was 11 cm, and this cut should be used for both the gallery and the probe set. 
B. Biometric Matching Methods
To compare faces to each other, we used ICP to align two faces and output an error value that was used as a matching score. ICP employs two geometric sets: a fixed model shape and a data shape that is moved and oriented to minimize the alignment error. In our application, it is not obvious that the probe or the gallery should be the model shape, so both alternatives were tried.
Matching score 1 (method 1) is the smaller of the two matching errors obtained, and matching score 2 (method 2) is their product. Matching score 2 decreases the error values for true positives with respect to the error values for false positives. We hypothesize that the use of Method 1 and Method 2 will improve rank-one recognition over using only one of the two matching alignments and that method 2 alone will perform better than method 1 alone.
We observed that the error values are not normalized along the range of the possible alignment errors for a gallery image. We hypothesize that normalization will improve recognition results. To normalize the data, Err pg [see (8) ] was normalized by the mean of all Err jk [see (9) ], as shown in (10) . This increases error values above the mean and decreases error values below the mean, and it results in the mean value for all the galleries compared to one another is equal to one. We have
where P is a probe image, and G is a gallery image. P is best matched to G when applying Δθ Δλ Δς angle rotations and Δx Δy Δz translational shifts to G, i.e.,
where G j is the jth gallery image, and G k is a gallery image. Then
where L is the total number of images in the gallery, n is for the normalized value, and p is the error for the probe. 
C. Biometric Matching Experimental Results
Several researchers have developed 3-D face recognition techniques, and one of the state of the art is seen in the work of Faltemier et al. [28] . They used the Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) v2 data set that had 4007 images of 466 subjects, and for full face recognition, they achieved 73.4% rank-one recognition. They then used an ensemble of 28 regions to achieve 97.2 rank-one recognition. We focused on full face recognition as a baseline, and future experiments will involve region ensembles.
Due to the difference in resolution between the January 2008 images and the March 2008 images, results for both data sets are both significant. The recognition results decreased between set 1 and set 2 because the January 2008 acquisition was the first full scale data set acquired using the SLS scanner, and as such, there were some operator errors.
The recognition results are for the following two types of experiments: 1) with one gallery image per subject and 2) with two gallery images per subject. The results from the ICP experiment are given as RMS errors between the probe and a gallery, and these error results are to be refereed to as the raw results because these values have not been treated with either method 1 or method 2, and they have not been normalized.
Normalization was found to improve our recognition results as well as method 1 and method 2, as reported in Table II . The addition of the January 2008 acquisition to the March 2008 data forming data Set 2 results in a decrease in the maximum rankone recognition rate, which we have determined, is due to a change in resolution.
We also did a comparison to the Minolta scanner for the same subjects of set 1 as seen in Table III . The Minolta faces outperform the SLS faces, but the SLS is a proof of concept, and future models should be capable of achieving the same quality of 3-D face images as the Minolta scanner. Moreover, the Minolta requires subjects to be actively cooperative and remain motionless for several seconds.
D. Exploiting a Free Soft Biometric
The side camera can capture subject height information, which allows for a soft biometric to help in recognition. We ran an experiment using this as a soft biometric where an image was only compared to images of subjects whose height was within an interval. We found for the normalized results of method 2 were improved to 91.6% as compared to 89.6%.
E. Second Generation Scanner (SLS2)
We also designed a second-generation scanner, called the SLS2, as seen in Fig. 14 . This scanner uses two light screens like other researchers [11] , [12] , and this setup of cameras will provide increased coverage of the face as well as fewer cameras (three cameras as compared to four cameras for the SLS scanner with a front-view camera).
The SLS2 scanner has many advantages for biometric applications at the cost of increased complexity. The subject will walk through two light screens, which will result in two 3-D images from each of the three cameras for a total of six 3-D face images to be merged into one. There will be two 3-D images for each camera view because the subject will pass through two light screens as they walk through the scanner.
The increased complexity is seen in calibrating the three cameras and their global positions, and in processing the data, we have to be able to distinguish between one light screen and the other. However, the benefit will be added coverage of the face, and more complete coverage of the forehead, nose, and chin.
The SLS2 scanner will also yield four other types of biometrics. Assuming that the ear is visible, 2-D and 3-D ear images will be available from each side of the face using the side cameras. Two-dimensional face profile images from each side of the face will be acquired with the side cameras, and 2-D frontal face images will be acquired from the front-side camera. For the 3-D images, two images of each ear will be acquired, which is helpful in multiprobe biometric matching and ear registration in 2-D ear images.
These biometrics will be merged to improve recognition, and additionally, an iris scanner like the Iris On the Move (IOM) [29] will be added to include iris recognition. These biometrics will also be combined to do multiprobe and multigallery for a multimodal recognition system, taking advantage of previous work. The SLS2 sensor design will be implemented in future work.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a system for 3-D facial acquisition using an SLS and a moving object. By processing in the temporal domain, we found that we could build a very dense 3-D image of a person's face. The resulting small-scale 3-D matching experiment suggests that our technique is good enough to be used for facial recognition, but to validate this claim, a larger image set will be required.
Our technique allows a subject to walk through the sensor naturally, which is its major advantage. The quality of this technique only depends on the camera's resolution and frame rate, and we expect to achieve the quality of commercially available face imagers by upgrading the cameras.
In the future, we will collect more data of human subjects to produce more accurate matching results. We also plan to construct the SLS2 scanner. This will eliminate some of the holes unavoidable in the current setup. We have begun to develop software to track pitch, yaw, and roll, and we will integrate these changes in the 3-D model. In the more distant future, we plan to build a nonvisible light screen version using infrared light.
